
Unsupervised Learning 



What if we don’t have any labels?

Up until now we have dealt with the case where each data 
point has a feature vector and a corresponding output label: 
(x, y).

But what if we don’t have access to y at training time?



Unsupervised Learning

Often our data contains some structure. 

e.g. 

When classifying with linear models, we are assuming 
separability between classes.

In nearest neighbour classification we assume that datapoints 
close to each other have the same label. e.g. smoothness



Clustering

What if we want to assign our data to 
discrete classes but we have no 
labels?

Can we use the structure in the 
data?



Why Cluster?

Often we wish find groupings or 
patterns in our data.

Datapoints in the same cluster are 
deemed to be similar under some 
measure. 



K-Means Clustering

In k-means clustering we specify the 
number of clusters (K) that we wish 
to cluster the data into. 



K-Means Clustering

K = 2



K-Means Clustering

K = 3



K-Means Clustering

K = 4



K-Means Clustering

K = 5

Difficult to know what the correct 
value of K should be. 



Dimensionality Reduction

Often the data we collect can be very high 
dimensional. e.g. D > 1000 

This poses a problem as it is difficult to visualize 
anything greater than 3 dimensions. 

We can project this data down to a lower 
dimension. P << D, where P is typically 2 or 3



Dimensionality Reduction - PCA

Here we have a 2D dataset.



Dimensionality Reduction - PCA

In PCA we perform a linear 
coordinate transform, rotating the 
coordinate system so that it aligns 
with the direction of highest variance.
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Dimensionality Reduction - PCA

http://www.nlpca.org/pca_principal_component_analysis.html



This image depicts a dataset of 
handwritten digits that have been 
projected to a 2D feature space.

Each point in the 2D space represents 
an image of hand drawn digit.

Dimensionality Reduction - Visualization

https://lvdmaaten.github.io/tsne/



Here we see a visualization of the 
features used by an algorithm that 
has learned how to play video 
games.

Dimensionality Reduction - Visualization

http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v518/n7540/fig_tab/nature14236_SF1.html



Resources - Books

Machine Learning: A Probabilistic Perspective - Kevin P. Murphy

https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/machine-learning-0

Pattern Recognition and Machine Learning - Chris Bishop

http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/um/people/cmbishop/prml/

Computer Vision: Models, Learning, and Inference - Simon J.D. Prince

http://www.computervisionmodels.com/



Resources - Online Courses

Machine Learning - Andrew Ng (Stanford)

https://www.coursera.org/learn/machine-learning

Machine Learning - mathematicalmonk (Khan Academy Style) 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLD0F06AA0D2E8FFBA



Resources - Code

Python: Scikit-Learn

Uniform interface, supervised & unsupervised, lots of examples & tutorials, ...

http://scikit-learn.org/

R: Caret 

Uniform interface, multiple classification & regression algorithms, data splitting, ...

http://topepo.github.io/caret/index.html



http://scikit-learn.org/stable/_static/ml_map.png



Review - Plotting and Feature Spaces

We saw examples in 1D and 2D.



Review - Classification

Given a feature vector x as input we 
predicted its discrete class label y.



Review - Regression

Given a feature vector x as input we 
predicted a corresponding continuous 
value y.



Conclusion

The slides and code are available online here:

www.cs.ucl.ac.uk/staff/O.MacAodha/ml_intro


